watch?v=ONxZeLhJbOg 
[00:00:00.46] [MUSIC PLAYING] 
[00:00:08.98] NARRATOR: How would you react if a teacher walked into a room and announced, "Kill the beast, cut her throat, bash her in." Now imagine the teacher walks in and says, "Can you believe the scene from last night's reading when the boys dance around the fire chanting, 'Kill the beast, cut her throat, bash her in.' They've turned into savages." 
[00:00:34.42] Notice in the first example that there is no context. This is just a random statement that breaks up a conversation, a quote bomb. 
[00:00:41.53] [IMITATING EXPLOSION] 
[00:00:46.46] However, in the second example, the quote has context. It is part of a complete sentence and makes sense because it flows as a conversation. I wrote the first part of the sentence and then let the quote flow as part of my statement. Then the sentence after the quote explains why I mentioned it. By incorporating and explaining the quote, I don't blow up the conversation. Yay! 
[00:01:09.76] So the basic formula for incorporating a quotation is a statement leading up to the quote and then the actual quotation. This should flow as one sentence. Then you should add at least one statement that discusses the meaning of the quotation. 
[00:01:29.86] In our first example, the quotation lacks an introduction, making it a quote bomb. Right now it reads, "The choir follows Jack, but not because they respect him. They are used to him being in charge and they just stick with him because that is what they have always done. 'With dreary obedience, the choir raised their hands.' The boys vote for him unwillingly." 
[00:01:49.78] In order to fix this quote bomb, I need to add the quotation into a complete sentence. "Instead of willingly and proudly voting for Jack as chief, the boys in the choir raise their hands 'with dreary obedience.' It is clear in this moment that the choir only supports him because they have been made to vote for him in the past, not because they respect him as a leader." Notice that I only use the part of the quote that I need. Now the statement fits into my discussion. I also explain what this moment proves with more detail. 
[00:02:21.50] In this last example, the quote disrupts the flow of thought. "Roger is like an animal following his prey. 'When Henry tired of his play and wandered off along the beach, Roger followed him, keeping beneath the palms and drifting casually in the same direction.' He waits and prepares to attack Henry." 
[00:02:38.66] Now I'll incorporate the quote and add in some stronger imagery. "When Roger stalks his prey, Henry, he stays just behind him, 'keeping beneath the palms and drifting casually in the same direction.' It is easy to picture him hiding in the shadows as he plans his attack, like a panther stalking a monkey in the jungle." 
[00:02:55.91] Notice that I, again, only use the part of the quotation that I need. This shows that I thought about what I wanted to say and which part of the quote is most important. I also changed my simple statement about Roger as an animal to a more descriptive statement about a panther and a monkey. 
[00:03:10.54] [MUSIC PLAYING] 

